1. Tubas play concert F and tune. Rest of the band listen, sing F, tune a concert F at mezzo piano, and then play the F major scale. Percussionists play on timpani and mallets.

2. Tubas play concert Bb and tune. Rest of the band listen, sing a Bb, tune a concert Bb at mezzo piano, and then play the Bb major scale.

3. Band plays unison concert Bb at mezzo piano. Then, play the scale in canon (in a round) starting with the bass voice, then the tenor voice 3 notes later, then the alto voice 3 notes later, and finally the soprano voice 3 notes later. See grouping assignments below:

4. Using your instrument grouping that you used to play the Bb scale from above, locate your instrument transposition (below) to determine what note in the scale you will play.

5. Find your instrument grouping (SATB) in the chart below. Play your note that corresponds to the scale degree number from above. Play each note for 4 counts, rest for 4 counts, then play the next note. Begin playing Chord Progression 1 (located below) in the key of Bb. Carefully listen to balance and intonation.

6. Follow the same instructions for Chord Progression 2